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This paper deals with the description of the information system dynamics 

at the conceptual level. A nDdel is put forward to take into account beth the struc- 

tural and dynanic aspects of data base. The data model (an entity-relation model) 

helps to build the data into a structured set of relations that correspond to a 

specific third normal form. These relations do not play the same role in data base 

evolution : we propose a classification of "eve~" relations - the tuples of which 

are the starting point of treatments - and of "p~mane~" relations. The descrip- 

tion of processings deriving from a primary event may be divided into elementary 

chronological steps with the help of a hierarchy graph. Each step can be analyzed 

in term of "states" which express the stage of treatment of the triggering event. 

1 - INTRODUCTION : 

Nowadays, it is agreed by ~ost people that the design of a data base 

nmst begin with the definition of a conceptual schema which "repr~e~ the enter- 

p~ise's view of the structure i t  i~ attempting to mod~ in the data base" (ANS 75). 

This conceptual schema is derived fr~n a model which defines the corres- 

pondence between the data stored in the base and the facts of the real world ~/%ich 

are of interest for the organization. The symbolic representation of these facts 

can be considered from both a static point of view (description of the real world 

objects and of their mutual relationship) and a dynamic one (description of the 

data base modifications induced from the insertion of a new fact). Thus sc~re au- 

thors (~3I 76) speak of a "compl~de c~6£~%ion" of the model, which indicates 

its ability to take into accottnt the characteristics of the real world. 
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A lot of models have been put forward mainly in the field of the rela- 

tional models. One advantage of this type of models is to keep the coneeptual 

schema free from implementation aspects. Since their first description (COD 70), 

these models have been studied into 2 directions : first the analysis of their 

mathematical properties (for example : research of the minimal cover of a set of 

functional relations, deeemposition and normalization processes), second, their 

semantic purport because fact representation is not very easy with such mathemati- 

cal models. For this reason, entity-relation models were created (CHE 76) . 

The introduction of the dy~%amic cc[~ponents of information systems at 

the conceptual scher~z level can take several shapes in scientific literature : As- 

sociation of integrity constraints to the data model (~lhC 76) (H~{ 76) (EST~ 75) 

(WEB 76), use of high level procedural languages (HUi 76) or definition of a set 

of "evolution ruZg6" triggered by "even£~" (BEN 76). 

However it seems to us that none of these models clearly shows the link 

which exists between the stored data and its evolution deriving from the storage 

of a new fact. The aJ/n of this paper is to describe a model which includes both 

structural and dynamic aspects. In our model which belongs to the entitlT-relation 

ty~: 

a) evel~j real world entity of interest for the organization, appears as 

a third nornmi form relation tuple in the data base. 

b] therefore ~%en a new event (entity_) is taken into account in the or- 

ganization, modifications of the data base can be expressed very easily as tuple 

updatings or creations. 

The next paragraph concerns a short description of the Dart of the mo- 

del which deals %~ith the structure of data. A more cc~plete presentation is given 

in (FLO 78). In paragraph 3, a classification of the relations which represent the 

entity types of the real world is proposed according to the type of the domains 

cc~0osing these relations. In this typology, the relations are splitted into two 

classes ; first the relations representing e%ents, called "event" relations. The 

tuples of such relations can trigger procedures which event relations refer but 

which are not the starting point of treatment. Finally, in paragraph 4, all the 

concepts needed for the description of the dynamics of the information system are 

introduced. 

2 - STRUCTURAL CO~i°ONENTS OF THE MODEL : 
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In our model the data structure is expressed as a set of relations each 

of which is composed of a set of elementary attributes. In each relation, a subset 

of attributes (possibly one attribute) plays a key role, that is to say that the 

other attributes of the set are functionally dependant of this subset. The attri- 

butes that do not belong to the key are called characteristics of the relation. 

Each relation is in third normal form (COD 72) and is called an entity- 

type (denoted E.T. later on). 

Two kinds of E.T. 's can be distinguished : 

- first order E.T. 's the key of which includes a single attribute. These 

E.T. 's are images of object types of the real world. 1-order E.T. characteristics 

express the properties of these objects. For exanple the E.T. "ITI~4" (the key is 

underlined) 

(ITS4 # , PRICE, NAME, QfY-ON-HAND) 

corresponds to the products manufactured in the enterprise. 

- n-order E.T. 's the key of which is coni0osed of more than one attribute. 

These E.T. 's depict the relation existing between two or rs0re 1-order E.T. 's. For 

instance the n-order E.T. "ORDER-LI~" : 

(ORDER ~ , ITS4 ~ , O R D ~ )  

expresses a relation between the 1-order E.T. "ORDER" and "IT~,[" which have respec- 

tively ORDER @ and ITS4 # as key. 

Let C be the set of all the attributes which occur in the information 

system and S the set of the E.T. 's formed on C. 

S is called an entity type system (noted E.T.S. later on) if the follo- 

wing conditions are satisfied : 

i) Each attrJJ3ute of C belongs at least to one E.T., 

2) If an attribute of C belongs to several E.T. 's, 

- either it plays a key role in one of the E.T. 's 

- or it cannot appear in the righ side of a functional relations. 

An exar~le of an E.T.S. is given below (FIG i) . It has five E.T. 's called 
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"DELIV-SLIP", "OPal]", "CUST", "IT~" and "REPR" (corresponding respectively to the 

object type DELIVF~RY-SLIP, ORDER, CUS_~R, ITS4 and REPRESENTATIVE of the real 

world). 

FIG. I 

~R (~PR,~ , ~{) 

CUST (CUST # , ADRESS, BAIANCE, REPR ~ ) 

ORD (ORD ~ , CUST # , DATE, ITEM ~ , ORD _-QTY) 

DELIV-SLIP (SLIP N , ORD ~ , DELIV-QIS~, ~/'40UNT) 

~[ (ITS4 ~ , QTY-ON-H~/~D, PRICE) 

(we suppose there is one order line for each order). 

Using an arrow to represent a functional relation (noted F.R. later on) 

between two attributes, this data structure can be visualized as follows (FIG. 2) 

(each rectangle represents a E.T.). 

DELl-V-SLIP 

SLIP 

o~ , / ~ ~ i 0 ~  
......... 

0RD# 

CUST ~ '  ~ , I  ~ ...... c s ~  # \ m~ OP-,D-O~ /"-~ ,I 

RNPR # ADRESS t~k~N2~:_\ 

N~ 

~/-ON-HAND PRICE 

REPR 
FIG. 2 
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On this graph we can see that the E.T. 's are linked together through the 

F.R. existing between their keys (An attribute which occurs in more than one E.T. 

must necessarily be the key in one of the E.T. 's). So the F.R. 's are defined either 

inter E.T. 's (e.g. ORD # > CUST # ) or intra an E.T. (e.g. CUST ~ --~ ADRESS) . 

Algorithms leading to the E.T.S. are given in (FLO 77). In a conceptual 

schema, the E.T.S. is shown to be unique. 

In order to define the role played by the E.T. 's in the dynamics of the 

information system, we tin/st classify the attributes according to two criteria : 

first, the way they appear in the system (calculated by the information system, or 

given by the environment) ; second, the stability- of their values in the time. By 

combining the first criterion (calculated/not calculated) and the second one (sta- 

ble/unstable), we can define four classes of attributes. Thus, for the afore men- 

tioned exanple, we have the following classification. 

stable unstable 

calculated 

not calculated 

(given) 

SLIP 

DELrJ-Q~f 

CUST 

DATE 

ORD-QTY 

ORD# 

ITEM # 

REPR 

BALANCE 

QTY-ON-HAND 

ADRESS 

PRICE 

N~,~ 

The definition of the data structure can be viewed at two different le- 

vels : A "dg~/~£" level in wich the description includes all the attributes (as in 

FIG. I) ,, and a "macroScopic" level which handles only the E.T. keys and inter E.T. 
functional relations. At this level, to a set of F.R. 's there corresponds a graph 

which defines a partial order on the keys, which we call key hierarchy. In our 

exeni01e, the hierarchy will be (FIG. 3) 

SLIP # 

ORD~ 

CUST # ITS1 
FIG. 3 ! 

REPR~ 
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This hierarchy is quite valuable for the description of the information 

system dynamics. 

3 - LOGICAL AND CHRONOIXXZICAL F.R. 's : 

3. I. - Classification of the entity_t_~__s : 

The informations to be mea~grized belong to two classes : they refer ei- 

ther to the "££vin~'i objects of the real world or to the manifestations of these 

objects. The properties of the first class of objects can change as time elapses : 

for instance the address of a customer or the surface of a recto. On the contrary, 

the manifestations of "£iuing" objects do not change and are (explicitly or ir~pli- 

citly) dated. They correspond to the notion of events : for instance, a hotel re- 

servation is an event referring to the "living" objects "person" and "hote[". A 

date is associated to a reservation and any modification of the reservation charac- 

teristics defines a new event which deletes the previous reservation. 

We think that in the information system the most important part of the 

dynamics is inferred from the events as defined above. It is therefore important 

to be able to distinguish them in the data base. This can be done by analyzing the 

type of the E.T. attributes. 

Calculated-unstable attributes are state variables, which are introdu- 

ced to facilitate the date base management but they are not essential for the des- 

cription of the data base. Indeed, the present state of a data base can be deduced 

from its initial state and from the set of events which occurred since the begin- 

ning. For that reason, we call these attributes "si£u~om~£". 

Thus that kind of attributes is not helpful if one wants to differentia- 

te the E.T. 's we will rather use the three other kinds of attributes to define a 

typology of the E.T. 's which is useful in the description of the dynamics : 

An E.T. will be called "ex£e&na£ eve~" if all its attributes (other 

than situational) are stable and not calculated (for example the E.T. "ORDER"). 

An E.T. will be called "in£~Z event" if all its attributes (other 

than situational) are stable and calculated (for instance "DELIV-SLIP") . 

An E.T. which is neither "ext~t~m£" nor "imt~An#! event" is called per- 

manent (in our exanple CUST, ORD and ITI~4). One or more of their attributes must 

be unstable- not calculated. 
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Thus we define an "event ~ as a tuple of a relation whose value does not 

change as time alapses and which may have several different "st~e6 ", as will be 

seen later on. We suppose that its life time, before it is archived, is short. Its 

insertion, in a relation may start a procedure of the information system. On the 

other hand, the permanent E.T. tuples have a longer life ~ and are referred to 

by the events. 

3.2. -F.R. semantics : 

The semantics of an "intQ~" E.T. functional relation are different ac- 

cording to the types of the E.T. 's involved in F.R.. We will perhaps give sc~e 

definitions to begin -with : 

A F.R., A ----2 B, will be called s~tong if it is defined for each 

value of A. It will be called stable if it is always the same values of B which is 

associated to a given value of A. Finally, a F.R. will be total if it is both s22~ong 

and stable. 

Given two E.T. 's X and Y, a t o ta l  relationship between their keys may 

have two different meanings : first it may mean that an entity of type X is an ema- 

n~tio~ of an entity of type Y . For instance : class-room # ~ school ~ . In 

this case, the F.R. will be called ~ogicaZ. 

Second, it may indicate that there exists a chronology in the creation 

of the two entities. For example the total R.F. 

INVOICE # > ORDER ~/ 

in,lies that the INVOICE is createda{£~ the order. 

If a chronological functional dependency exists between two E.T. keys, 

then at least one of the E.T. 's belongs to the event type. On the contrary, a F.R. 

between two permanent E.T. keys expresses a logical relationship. 

For exanple, let us consider the key ~hierarchy given in figure 4. 

Logical and chronological relationship is noted respectively L and c. 

From this very simple exanple, we can note that the p~im~ty event is the order and 

that its treatment involves two step~_s : first, the creation of a delivery slip which 

then leads to an invoice. 
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INVOICE 

DELl'V-SLIP ~ 

ci 
ORDL-"R ~ 

CUST # ITI94 

i 

REPR ~ 573PPLIER # 

Figure 4. 

In some way, and with the help of the key hierarchy we will be able to 

define the "groSS architecture" of the treatments associated to a primary event. 

Though a few precautions are needed when the hierarchy is handled in order to get 

the processing sequence, the notion of chronology seems a useful tool in the ana- 

lysis of an information system. 

The next paragraph will deal with the concepts used in the description 

of the treatment of an elementary step (e.g. order > delivery slip or 

delivery slip m invoice). 

4 - DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION SYSTEM DYNAMICS : 

Similarly to several authors (HAM 76) (ESW 75) (BEN 76) we will assume 

that for the description of infolnaation system dynamics, one rsast define the valid 

states of the data base and the allowed transitions between these states. Before 

we delineate what a data base state is, let us notice that in this paper we only 

consider individual processing, that is to say the processing resulting frc~ a new 
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fact (event) collected in the data base. We do not take into account set proces- 

sings (such as statistical treatments) starting from an external decision. 

4.1. - _Tu_ple state in an E.T. : 

On way of indicating at ~ch stage of processing a given tuple is in 

an E.T., is to define the concept of tuple state. This notion nmst be define pre- 

vious to the definition of data base state. 

For instance let us consider a tuple of the E.T. "ORD" : we are not able 

to say if it concerns an order which has already been processed or a new order. So 

we will define a tuple state as an ir~ormation associated to each tuple of a E.T. 

and which may have a finite number of values. For instance, in the management of 

an order, one can define four valid states : 

State 0 : registered order 

State 1 : refused order 

State 2 : waiting order 

State 3 : fulfilled order 

Processing an order is equivalent to realizing a transition between two 

of the above described states. Only certain transitions are allowed. A graph can be 

used for the representation of these transitions (figure 5). In this graph the num- 

ber between parenthesis indicates the state. 

_ 0n (1) 

ORD (0) ~ " -" ' ~ ' - - ~  ORD (2) 

C : , ~ ~  1 C l^  C2 , p 2 

Figure 5. 

The existence of an arc between the nodes i and j of this graph means 

that a given tuple of the E.T. "ORD", in state i, may be processed to state j by 
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the procedure P.. provided that the predicate C.. is fulfilled. 
z3 z] 

In our exanple, we consider two predicates which can be expressed under 

the following form (we assume that X, Y, Z, T are tuples respectively of CUST, 

ORD(0), ORD(0) U ORD(2) and IT~). 

C 1 : X.CUST # = Y.CUST @ A X. BALANCE > given value 

C 2 : Z.IT~4 # = T. ITEM =A X. ORD-QTY~ T.QTY-ON-HAND. 

So the set of the E.T. "ORD" is partitioned into four equivalence clas- 

ses the population of which will have the same processing. 

In figure 5, states i and 3 are final states and refer to cxmpletely 

processed information (information to archive or delete). 

4.2. - Description of the information_szst_e_m__d __y99_mi___ccs : 

Because of the correspondence between the objects of the real world and 

the entity types of our data model, the dynamics can be described in a simple way, 

for in this case the tuple is a "na~l~l~[" manipulation unit : 

Once more, let us take our exar~le and suppose that a new order is in- 

serted (in state 0), which satisfies the predicate ~I /% c 2 (figure 5). The pro- 

cedure P3 involves : 

- the updating of the quantity-on-hand corresponding to the ordered item 

- the creation of a tuple in the E.T. DELIV-SLIP according to the calcu- 

lation rules of its attributes. 

- the change of the handled order to state 3. 

The created DELIV-SLIP may in turn start a procedure leading to the tu- 

ple insertion corresponding to the creation of an invoice. In this exanl9_ le we can 

see that a primary external event (an order) may be handled by a procedure which 

created a tuple (in DELIV-SLIP) : this tuple appears then as a (secondary) inter- 

nal event. 

Thus the dynamics are expressed in term of process synchronization, 

each process been associated to an "evemt" which is a tuple creation in our model. 
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Though the purpose of this paper is only to give some concepts which 

seem to us, rather useful, it appears that a high level set oriented language 

would be very convenient in this approach of the information system dynamics. 

4.3. - Data base state : 

The data base state is defined by the set of the tuple states in the 

various E.T.'s ; the data base state changes when a transition between two states 

of a given tuple takes place. As seen above the state changement may involve situ- 

ationel attribute updating, tuple creation or deletion. 

The data base is in a stable state if all the tuples of "event" E.T. 's 

are either" in f~al states or in states for which no predicate is satisfied. A 

change in the data base can then occur only if an external event appears. 

5 - CONCLUSION : 

Though up to now, very few papers have linked data structure and the 

description of dynamics at a conceptual level, it seems to us that these two can- 

ponents are strongly dependent on each other. IS is according to the data model 

that a more or less convenient description of the evolution of the data base will 

be reached. Our model is an entity-relation one. It introduces in a siaple way 

the notion of event conrs~nly used in literature but seldc~ clearly defined. Thus 

the resulting data structure is in an "op~aZ t~Ad no~cmaZ foJun" as called by 

SCHMIDT (SCH75). In the data base, relations play either "evemt"or "pe~manemt" role. 

In most cases, we think that the event role can be deduced from the type of rela- 

tion attributes. The processing inferred from a primary external event can be bro- 

ken down into a succession of elementary steps each of which is characterized by a 

state graph. 

It appears that the concept of state is a common one with data users and 

thus it may be a useful tool in the analysis of an information system. 
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